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On July 16,1997, at 1054, a design deficiency was discovered wherein during a Design Basis Accident (DBA)
concurrent with a Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP), the Standby Gas Treatment (SGT) system would not have been
capable of fulfilling its function. This was discovered whan a half group 2 isolation isolated the steam supply to the
Augmented Off Gas (AOG) system (Ref. LER 97-009). Subsequent to this AOG isolation, about 5200 gallons of
water were pumped from the Z sump. The Hi-Hi Hi sump level alarm was not annunciated, indicating that the pump
was able to maintain the water level in the sump within normallevels.

The safety function of the Z sump is to maintain the water levelin the sump below the level where it could back
into the SGT system discharge line and adversely affect SGT operation. Since the Hi-Hi-Hi sump level alarm is below
the bottom of the SGT discharge lines operability of the SGT system was maintained throughout the event.
Subsequent investigations revealed the design deficiency described above. Since the Z sump pumps are not required
to be provided with essential onsite power until several hours after event initiation, the Z sump could have been
sufficiently flooded to have prevented SGT operation. On 7/16/97 at 1054, a one hour notification was made as a
condition outside design basis.

On 7/21/97 surveillance procedure 6. SUMP.101 was performed, with AOG inservice, to demonstrate operability of
the Z sump. This procedure injects domineralized water into the 48" holdup line drain line which would then flow to
the sump to verify pump and level switch operation. Water was injected into the drain line for about 30 minutes
(about 750 gallons) without any water. entering the sump as evidenced by the fact that neither of the pumps started
nor did the Hi-Hi-Hi level alarm annunciate. The AOG system was secured and subsequently about 1000 gallons of
water was pumped from the sump. A one hour notification was made as a condition outside design basis. As att
interim corrective measure the AOG system has been secured to assure operability of the SGT system.
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PLANT STATUS

Cooper Nuclear Station (CNS) was at a power level of 100% power at the time of both of these events.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

At 1718 on 7/13/97, a f ailure of Electrical Prutection Assembly (EPA) 1 A2 caused the "A" Reactor Protection
System to de energize, causing, among other ef fects, a half group 2 isolation, which isolated the steam supply to
the Augmented Off Gas (AOG) system. This event was reported under LER 97-009. Subsequent to AOG isolation
an unusual duration of Z sump pump operation was noted. Later investigations determined that approximately 5200
gallons of water had been pumped from the Z sump to a tank in radwaste. The Hi-Hi-Hi water level alarm in the
sump never annunciated in the Control Room and, since the bottom of the SGT discharge lines is above the Hi-Hi-Hi
level in the sump, no water entered the SGT discharge lines and thus operability of the SGT system was assured
throughout this event. During the course of further investigations the observation was made that, since the unusual
influx of water seemed to be linked to the AOG system isolation, if a Design Basis Accident (DBA) had occurred
with a coincident Luss Of Offsite Power (LOOP), this amount of water draining into the sump would have flooded
out the SGT discharge lines, thus rendering the SGT system inoperable. This flooding would have occurred since
essential on-site power to the Z sump pumps is not required to be available for several hours after the DBA and
LOOP. Based on this scenario, a one hour notification was made since the plant was outside its design basis.

On 7/21/97, during the performance of the 6. SUMP.101 surveillance procedure to verify Z sump operability, the
sump pump f ailed to start af ter about 30 minutes of injecting domineralized water (about 750 gallons) into the 48"
holdup line drain line. This water should then have flowed into the Z sump until the Hi water level was attained, at
which time one of the two Z sump pumps would start. Following a plant engineering review, it was recognized that
this water was potentially being retained in the 48" holdup line when the AOG system was in operation. The AOG
system was secured and subsequently about a 1000 gallons of water was pumped from the Z sump to radwaste.
Since this was the same condition as in the previous incident, a one hour event notification was made.

CMSE

The source of the large amount of water, compared to the normal expected drainage, was determined to be water
retained in the 48" holdup line. The most likely mechanism responsible for this water to be retained in the 48"
holdup line is the pressure differential between the 48" holdup line and the Z sump. With the plant at power '

operation and with AOG in operation, the 48" holdup line experiences a negative pressure, the magnitude of which
depends on the AOG train in service and other plant parameters, while the Z sump is at, or slightly above,
atmospheric pressure. The 2" drain line from the 48" holdup line to the Z sump has a loop seal and this pressure
differential will cause the water in the loop seal to rise up towards the bottom of the 48" line. When the pressure
differentialis such that it is equal to or greater than a column of water equal to the elevation difference between the
bottorn of the 48" line and the water levelin the sump, the water in the loop seal will rise up to the bottom of the
48" line. Once the water level reaches the bottom of the 48" line, the much larger cross sectional area of the 48"
line means that a large amount of water can be retained with only a smallincrease in the water levelin the 48"
holdup line to balance any slight increase in the pressure differential.

A root cause team was assembled following the determination of the safety significance of this event. Their
investigation substantiated the above mechanism, with a high degree of confidence, as being the root cause of the
water buildup in the 48" line. Also, the team investigations eliminated the other drain lines into the sump as being
the source of the large influx of water into the sump.
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SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

There are two potential safety concerns associated with the present power operation with the AOG system isolated:

1) SGT Operability: A Safety Evaluation, in conformance with 10CFR50.59, was prepared and approved by the
Station Operations Review Committee (SORC) prior to restart from the recent unscheduled outage. The
conclusion of this Safety Evaluation was that the SGT system is operable with the AOG system isolated.

2) Radiological Consequences: The Safety Evaluation also concluded that, although the isolation of the AOG
during power operation will result in a higher activity level in plant ef fluents, the increase in projected dose
to the public, due to the short period of operation (about one month following restart) in this configuration,
is insignificant.

C.ORRECTIVE ACTIONS

| Following the 7/16/97 determination of SGT inoperability, the AOG system was maintained secured until
i performance of the 6. SUMP.101 procedure verified that the drain line from the 48" line to the sump was not

bic.cked, at which time the AOG system was returned to service. Subsequent to the 7/21/97 event it was
recognized that the above corrective action was inadequate and the following interim actions were taken. These
actions also ensure that the conclusions of the Safety Evaluation remain valid:|

|

1) The AOG System will remain isolated until the installation of a modification to allow AOG System operation
without affecting the operability of the SGT system.

2) Surveillance procedure 6. SUMP.101 will be performed on a periodic basis, until the concern is resolved, to
verify that the drain line from the 48" holdup line to the Z sump is flowing freely.

3) The Z sump pumping rate will be monitored, until the concern is resolved, to ensure that the drainage rate
into the sump is the same as normally expected during power operation (about 600 gallons per day). This
provides additional assurance that no water is being accumulated in the 48" holdup line during power
operation with the AOG system isolated.

.

PREVIOUS EVENTS

There were no previous LERs on this topic. However, the root cause team performed a review of plant historical
data and determined that there were numerous previous instances, dating back to at least 1984, where there was a
large influx of water into the Z sump. The correlation between these water influxes and AOG operation was
substantiated for most of these cases, however, a 100% assurance was not possible due to the limitations of the
historical data. Since the Z sump pumps appeared to maintain water levelin the sump within normally expected
levels, the safety significance of these events was not recognized at the time and, therefore, was not considered
reportable.
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Correspondence No: ML9970157

The following table identifies those actions committed to by the District in this document.Any o,ther aptions discussed in the submittal represent intended or planned actions by theDistrict. They are described to the NRC for the NRC's information and are not regulatorycommitment.. Please notify the Licensing Manager at Cooper Nuclear Station of any questionsregarding this document or any associated regulatory commitments.

COMMITTED DATECOMMITMENT
OR OUTAGE

A modification will be implemented to allow AOG system operation N/Awithout affecting the operability of the SGT system.
The AOG system will remain isolated until the implementation of
the above modification. N/A

Surveillance procedure 6. SUMP.101 will be performed on a
periodic basis until concern is resolved N/A

The Z sump pumping rate will be monitored until the concern is N/Aresolved
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NLS970157
August 15,1997

,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Gentlemen:

Subject: Licensee Event Report No. 97-010
Cooper Nuclear Station, NRC Docket 50-298, DPR-46

The subject Licensee Event Report is forwarded as an enclosure to this letter.

Sincerely,

'g 1B-
M. F. Peckham
Plant Manager

/dm
'

Enclosure

cc: Regional Administrator
USNRC - Region IV .t

Senior Project Manager
USNRC - NRR Project Directorate IV-1

Senior Resident Inspector
USNRC

NPG Distribution

/ ' "Q , IhDINPO Records Center

W. Turnbull
MidAmerica Energy
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